Upon arrival, park in the garage across from the entrance to the building. Take your parking ticket with you into the building.

To obtain validation, go to the first floor ambassador and tell the host that you would like validation for attending the OC ACM meeting. All validations are given via an electronic encoder machine which will mark the entry ticket appropriately. Check whether validation can be done in advance before entering the elevator in case the host will be absent at the end of our meeting. Note that there is no other option for entry ticket validation.

To exit the parking structure, you can turn right or left out of the garage to drive up to the exits.
- If you go right, there will be two lanes – both accept validation
- If you go left, there will be three exit lanes – avoid the right most lane which is for holders of monthly passes only.

When you pull up to the machine, make sure to read and follow directions for inserting your validation ticket instead of a credit card.